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Battery with non-aqueous electrolyte used in portable equipment such as

video camera, portable telephone, notebook type PC - has heat absorption

substance containing battery vessel, made to protrude towards open air
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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a highly safe battery

with high capacity by making a material which absorbs heat by the

contact with the outside air present in at least a part of the part

making contact with a battery vessel.

SOLUTION: In this battery, an electrode body 5 having a positive

electrode lead 4 and a negative electrode lead 6 is housed in a

battery can 3, and the opening part of the can 3 is sealed by a

sealing body 1 through a sealant 2. As the structure of the sealing

body 1, for example, a heat absorbing material tank 12 having fleon

113 sealed therein is provided on the lower surface of the layered

body of a cap 1 1 having a hole 10, a PTC element 7, a pressure

releasing plate 8 having a heat absorbing material opening part 13

and an insulating plate 9. When the battery is broken, the release

part 13 slips out, and the fluorocarbon 1 13 is evaporated to absorb

heat as soon as it is exposed to the outside air. Therefore, even if

there should be a heating that the energy possessed by the battery

in charged state is released to the outside by a short circuit, the rise

of the battery temperature can be suppressed, and firing can be
prevented.
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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To
provide a highly safe battery with

high capacity by making a material

which absorbs heat by the contact

with the outside air present in at least

a part of the part making contact with

a battery vessel.

SOLUTION: In this battery, an

electrode body 5 having a positive

electrode lead 4 and a negative

electrode lead 6 is housed in a battery

can 3, and the opening part of the can

3 is sealed by a sealing body 1

through a sealant 2. As the structure

of the sealing body 1, for example, a

heat absorbing material tank 1

2

having fleon 113 sealed therein is

provided on the lower surface of the

layered body of a cap 1 1 having a

hole 1 0, a PTC element 7, a pressure

releasing plate 8 having a heat

absorbing material opening part 1

3

and an insulating plate 9. When the

battery is broken, the release part 1

3

slips out, and the fluorocarbon 1 13 is
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evaporated to absorb heat as soon as

it is exposed to the outside air.

Therefore, even if there should be a

heating that the energy possessed by
the battery in charged state is released

to the outside by a short circuit, the

rise of the battery temperature can be

suppressed, and firing can be

prevented.
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